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SUMMARY

• In flames produced by freely burnang fuel, buoyancy may play· an important

role in determining the speed of the gases in the flame zone and hance the flame

height.

Measurements have been made of the height of flames from burning oribs of

lVood on a square horizontal base and a few for two other arrangements. The results

are consistent with a dimensionless analysis, leading, for one particular fuel

system, to the funotional equation ~ = :!f ( ~ ~~ ), where L is the flame

height, D the linear dimension of the fire or orifice, Q the volumetrio floTl

rate of gaseous fuel at ambient temperature and g the acceleratio~ due to

gravity. In turbulent fuel jets ~ is a constant for a givllll fuel which is shown

theoretically to be a limiting case of this relationship.
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"SOME EXPERIMENTS ON BUOYANT DIFFUSION FLAMES"

P. H. Thomas, C. T. Webster and M. M. Raftery

Im'I!.ODUCTION

The thermal radiation from flames plays an important part in the spread of

:fire, whether the flame be travelling up a hanging fabric, along a ceiling Or

:from a burning building, both in determining the rate of spread of flame along

a combustible surface or across a roadway or a firebreak in a forest. In order·

to assess the magnitude of the effeot of radiation it is necessary to know,

amongst other factors, the height of the flame for specified conditions of'

'burning, and the paper is concerned with this aspect of the problem. ·For thll

purpose of this, paper the rate of supply of gaseous fuel will be considered all

an independent variable though in fact it is itself pa.rtJ.Y detei'mined by the

radiation from the flames onto the fuel !lurface, be it solid: or liquid.

First considered is a simple situation in which gaaeous fuel emerges in1:~

an unconfined atmosphere at a volumetric rate Q through an upw8.rd facing

horizontal orifice of linear dimension D, e.g. the diameter of a circular

orifice or the side of a square orifice. The relationship between the flame

height L and the independent parameters D and Q are discussed.

The combustion of a fuel emerging from an orifice mixed with no or insufficient

oxygen requires the diffusion of oxygen into the stream of gases containing

unburnt fuel and combustion products. This diffusion controls the rate of heat

release from the reaction over a wide range of conditions - hence the name

diffusion flames.

A number of different types of diffusion flame have been .studied. Thus

Burke and S~humann(l) successfully applied a simplified theoretical model to

describe the laminar flames confined in a cylindrical burner. Yagi(2)(3),

Hottel and HawthorneCl..), Wohl, Ge.zley and Kapp(5) have discussed unconfined

laminar flames by means of diffusion theory. Yagi(2)(3), Hawthorne, Weddel and

Hottel(6) and Wohl, Ge.sley and Kapp(5) have also studied the 'length of turbulent

fuel jets experimentally and theoretically. A review of work up to 1949 has been

made by Hottel(7).



,The studies referred to above are, nowever, not directly relevant to

the problem at hand since they deal \'lith flow streams which are essentially

of the forced convection type whereas in this problem the flow is essentially

free convection. This is because the velocity of the gaseous fuel leaving

the, solid or liquid surface, 1. e. the orifice, may, for a \'lide range of

conditions, be as low as of the order 10 cm/s, which corresponds to a

"velocity head of several orders less than the buoyancy head available from

a flame which may be several metres in height.

Existing diffusion models can be extended, however, to aocommodate this

effect. A simple model of the kind discussed by Burke and Sohumann(l);

Yagi(2)(3), Hottel and Hawthorne(4) is first disoussed and then extended to

allow for buoyancy. Although Hawthorne"Weddell and Hottel(6) did consider

the effect of buoyancy in the analysis. of a straight-sided conical flow

system (Appendix II of their paper) their experiments were oonfined to the

oondition where it had a minor role.

•

•

APPLICATION OF DIFFUSION THEORY TO UNCONFINED FLAMES •
INCLUDING BUOYANCY EFFECTS

The general form of the relationships between flame height L, rate of

fuel supply and burner size D, eto. for one particular fuel are determined,

i.e. the dimensionless parameters which correlate flame height L \'lith Q

and D. The paper is not otherwise ooncerned \'lith quantitative prediotion.

It is convenient to start from the direot application of diffusion theorY

1'01' a moving stream of gas, and briefly derive the established results

mentioned above. Hottel and Hawthorne, assuming a constant value of the

diffusion coefficient Dv for laminar flames, showed that the parameter

Dv t f/D
2, where t f is the time for fuel to reach the flame tip from the

burner and D is the diameter of the burner orifice, is a constant for a

given fuel system. Therefore, if L is the flame length and \J the

velocity along the flame axis x,

dx

if
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For such a flow system containing viscous, inertia and buoyancy. forces a

general functional equation involving the Grashof and Reynolds Numbers can be .

V/l'itten, i. e. ,

1)
- J 3._:: (g. B.D. 6.T V D • =)

V _ 1 ~2 ' T D
~ •..'•........•.•.•.(2)

where V _is the velocity of the fuel emerging from the orifice; B is the

coefficient of expansion of the gases, AT the excess temperature' in the flaine,

g the gravitational acceleration aId ~ a kinematic viscosity.. This funotional

relationship should also contain other terms, e. g. the ratio of the kinematio

viscosity of the fuel to that of the air, and the ratio of absolute mean flame

temperature to ambient temperature, but all such extra teriDs are here assumed

oonstant for a given fuel/air system.

By definition the fuel flow rate is given by

Q 0( V 02

It follows from equations (1), (2) and (3) that

~ D"h (~ u go3 B 4.T)
. J2 D' ~' ~2

••• o •• ~ •••••• (3)

••".-•••• '.'•••• (11.)

e .•• .; .'••••••• (5)

where' f 2 is a second function. Henceforth different suffixes to f denote

different funotions.

Equation (4) can be rearranged to give:

~=f(gD3Bl.T...!L. Dv )
D J 3 ~2 ' n, D' T

If 'V/V is effectively constant and thus near to unity, then directly from

equation (1):

L 'I, ~ •••••••••••• (6)

the result expressing the linear relationship found by Burke and Schumann(l),

Berr(8) and Simmons and Wilson(9), which is generally acoeptable for short

flames (7.) •

In turbulent floil without boundaries it is reasonable to negleot the viscous.

forces, L, e. Y can be. e' 1 rni nsted from among the- parameters to be oonsidered.

Similarly Dv is not a relevant parameter since molecular diffusion is generally
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much less importa,nt than turbulent or eddy diffusion. If the latter diffusion

can be .descri1;leil. in. terlllll. only of V,.and its variation with position, and. - '-,. .. ',' .. ' ". . '.. '.
a lensth which is a function of the one characteristic length of the flow

system D and position, it follows that the concentration of fuel along the

axis of the fuel stream can be functionally described for any given fuel/a.ir

system for' which the mean temperature and the temperature distribution are -'

assumed to be the same for different values of thl! parameter g.B~AT by

•............. . (7).

where C~" is the initial fuel' concentration.

The above assumption-about the description of turbulence demands that

it is generated and determined by the heat source itself' and not by the

surr~Jnaing atmosphere.

Def'inins the flame tip by the point at which the copcentration Cx

reaches some value characteristic of the fuel CL, it follows that for that

partioular fuel:

i.e. from equation (3)

L.t
D =) 6 (

V
2

)
g.B.D.AT

.•.....•.....•. (8)

.~ ••••••••••• ,·.(9)

•

G-iven the assumptions made above this can be deduced directly from

eqUation (5) eliminating Dv and ~ •

EqUation (9) is the general result which has been sought.

ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION OF G-Fm:RALIZED <;OR1l.ELATION

G-eneralization involves the same assumptions about f'low and mixing ana.

their primary importance as do. the other treatments mentioned above. A

somewhat more direct derivation is now given in slightly different terms to. . .

elaborate the significance of the above result.

The surface area s of the flame envelope can be represented by

'r L ,07D2 :1.7" ( D) where ) is a shap e factor. For a cylindrical flame s is

proportional tc DL (Fig.la) and for a long conical flame s is proportiorel
t- k
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to L2 (Fig.lb).

Thus for a cylindrical flame of height L and base dimension D

(1)«1) •.............. (101)
) 7 D D

and for a conical flame where D/L -7: 0

•••••••••• ~ •••• (lOii)

The rate of air entrainment per unit area
, .'\/e0( E:'~

can be reIJresented by a velocity

where f is an eddy diffusivity am 1<... is the characteristic dimension'defiD.llJ.g

. the concentration gradient, or a mixing length. Conventionally E in turbulent

flaw is often expressed as the product of a velocity and.a distance, and for. a

stream of local velocity If is proportional to y e,which leads to

••••••••••.• ~ •.• (n)

This assumption is essentially the same as that used by Morton, Taylor and

Turner(10) •

For '1)- in turbulent flow equation (2) with ~ e11ud uated becomes:

"J-;' d. V- ot \! {. (
, . ,J 8

g. B~ D. I\.. T - ,

V2

which expresses all that is :iJnplicit in this derivation, namely, that the entrain-

ment velocity is a function of the orifice velocity and the buoyancy, and varies

w.l.th the distance :rrom the Orifice.

. .•••. ! ...••..•• (12)

The total air entrained across the flame envelope is thus proportional to the

integrated product of '1)e and the surface area. This product, for a given

fueJ/air ratio, must be proportional to Q.

- 5 -



•••••••• (13)

i.e. f 2
!! '" ( Q )
D . 10 g.~ B. b. T

as before·in equation (9).

This result is in fact the only one which can be obtained from the

assumptions that the flame length Lis a function only of D, Q and

g. B. ...\ T, the independant flow variables, but this method of deriving the

result shows that even when the orifice momentum is negligble compared with

the buoyancy head the funotional relation has the same form.

It will be realized from the above disoussion that Q has a dual

signifioanoe. First, it is a measure of the orifice velocity and secondly,

being the flow of fuel, it is a measure of the air requirements of the flame.

The variable Q2/g• D5.B. t.T thUll affeots the flame height even when orifioe

momentum is small oompared with the gain in momentum from the buoyanoy, but

under these limiting oonditions Q would be replaoed by N Q where N is

the air/fuel ratio. In view of the negleot of differenoe between the flame
.

temperatures .~<- of different fuel systems the use of N Q instead of Q

is only a first approximation to a generalized oorrelation for different

fuels.

DISCUSSION OF GENERAL EQUATION

It might be expected that the ratios of the fueJ/air moleoular weights,

the required fueJ/air ratio, the ratio of flame temperature to ambient

. temperature and the fuel and air density ratios, eto. would be involved in

determining :rlame length and it should be noted that this was implied in

an equation derived by Hawthorne, Weddel and Hottel(6) when disoussing a

straight-edged round jet. (Appendix II of their paper).

In faot, for this straight-edged round system they demOnstrated the

{!, D 115 2Limportanoe of a parameter (2 ) (1 + -D tan e) where e is they tane .

angle of expansion of the jet and y2 is the group which appears in
g 11 . .

equation (7).

- 6 -
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The derivation of the one-fifth power is seen from the following argument.

For a long..conical. flame, the flame surface s become proportional to 12 and
, '

independant of D as Dill tends to zero. The value of V e tends to become

independant of V /if flame buoyancy is predominant over orifice momentum, i. e.

if L ''"' V2, " . ' '"g .~,.. ..

In so far 'S:s the confca.l, flakeoan be considered to be a point source, and

the influence of, the £loli oonditions at the orifice in determi.ri:ing the pattern of

flow becomes relatively smaller as D/L, decreases, it might be expected that V e .

liould become independant of D as well as V for values of x large compared '.: ,

with D. i.e. from equation (12)

~ ••••••••••••• (J.4.)

and so J7 ( ~) liould be almost independant of L for values

..; ,.,'-..

and mean values' of' 've are proportional to '[1. With t 7 proportional to

( ~)2 and}8 proportional to fL it follOlVs that L5/ 2 1s proportional to

Q, i.e. J6 in equation (9) is the olle-fifth power of the variable.

If gravitational effects are absent then g.B. A T cannot affect L and ~"

must be constant. This is the well knorm law for turbulent fuel jets with high

momentum (2)-(7). A decrease in buoyancy relative to orifice momentum leads to a

decrease in the velocity in the fuel stream and hence less air entrainment, so

that L increases. Thus ~ is an increasing funotion of n5Q2
and ~

g. .B. to T .' "
should tend to ail upper limit which has the value typical of a tarbulent jet where

'buoyancy is of minor ililportance.

It has been pointed out (equation 10) that fl-< ~) for cylindrical and

v( ( ~)2 for conical f'Lames , If it were possible for very short flWIlf's to be

idealized as shown in Fig. (lc) the surface area liould be propol'tional to

I ~
D2 ~ 1 + D2

of ~©.

Thus if

,k,,7 '( -DL .,) -1... ..( ~D )'\1\.J. ..0 (15)

the index It might, be expected to increase fro~ . 0 . to 2 with increasing ~,

If' from equatd.on «:11;.) the mean value of. IF0' 'is taken as proportional to JL
- 7 -



then from equations (13) and (lS)

2 I
!! Ill. ( ~ ):an:+.
D n5

. L
This equation shows that the ii versus

basis is convex upwards. The index of

••• ~ ••••••••• (16)

Q2/ DS relationship on.a log-log

Q2/DS thus varies from some value

equal or less than 1 to lis as ~

Q~ .D5, when orifice momentum becomes

increases, until at high values of

L
significant, it tends to zero and D

becomes constant. Before discussing the use of this correlation the flow

criterion for the existence of a turbulent rather then laminar flame will

.be briefly discussed.

TRANSJ;TION FROM LAMINAR TO TURBULENT FLAMES

The transition from laminar to turbulent flames has been discussed in

terms of a critical Reynolds Number(4); this is appropriate in determining

the condition of the fuel emerging from the orifice and in the flames

themselves if buoyancy effects are secondary to those of momentum at the

orifioe. However, Hottel and Hawthorne Vlere not able to obtain a

satisfactory criterion(4), independent of the nature of the fuel. Whep

buoynncy is important the meen velocity of the gases increases rapidly

with height and turbulence may be induced at a height which is a small

fraction of the total flame height even if the Reynolds Number based on

the conditions of the emerging fuel shows this flow to be laminar. It

is possible therefore that buoyant diffusion flames may be effectively

turbulent when the Reynolds number relevant to the fuel at the burner or

orifice is below the conventional value for turbulent flow.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Cribs on square horizontal base

Results are given in tIus paper for cribs of wood sticks (spruce)

arranged on square horizontal base. (Plate 1). By varying the amount of

wood in the crib various mass rates of weight loss fQ where ! is the

density of the. cold fuel gas could be obtained for a given value of D

by direct weighing. The height of the visible flame was in each case

- 8 -



measured from the base of the orib.and wa~ lI1Uoh greater than .its height•. ~e". -.:. . '. ,~ ..' ..
burning rate..rea!lhed a maximum value which remained steady for a period aI)l1··t,1j.ie .. ·...

rate of burning and the mean height of vieible flame corresponding.t9 it were ...

recorded during the experiments. The flamee had a short period of f:t,uctu:atio!l

in height so that the heights recorded photographically were averaged over a

period considerably longer than the few seconds taken for a eingle fluctuation~

In this period it is mainly. the volatiles from the wood that are. burning. Apart

from a small, amount. of carbonaceous residue burning at the crib edge 11ttle

carbon burnt. until the flames subsided and the gross rate of burning fell. The

results are plotted in Fig.2. ~e v1BCositY/ was e!B!!!!Erl :talie lD-4C.G.S.·UnitBlUIli

apart from.o!le result where it was 1250 the Reynolds number at the orifioe .

(/-%) T/as.ovfi3r 2000 in all cases, Some unpublished data are also avidlable•.

Gross(ll~., at .the National Bureau of Standards, Washington, hae burnt stioka'

of Douglas F~ of equare eection aesembled in the form of cubical cribs. These

cribs varied in side from. i to 36 in. and some had differing numbers ~ sticks

in the horizontal ~ers ,thereby burning at different rates of weight loss for a

given cube dimension. The Reynolds numb~S based on 10-4 C.G.S. units for/"
i .

fell in the range 13 to 6,400. Some of the results ret'erred to laminar :flames,

indeed in ·one case the flame was Ieee than 2 in. high. kU.l the data where the

flames were :less than 2 ft (50 em) high have been exolud'ed and the rest plotted

in Fig.2. The ;t"~sults follow the same trend as the reeults of the Joint Fire

Researoh Organization but are about 20 per cent higher. Since for these cubical

cribs the crib height is not small compared with the linear dimension of the

base it would· be more appropriate to take the base of the flame half way up the

crib to obtain a value of 1_ more comparable with the other data. This

reduction of ~ by 0.5 is not howeverilUf'f'icient to explaili the differenoe in

~ between. the :·two· sets of data.

Use has also.been made of .eome data given by Fons E1t al(12). These ret'er

to experim.ents on the spread of a' burning zone along a long wood crib. (White Fn-.).

Data from these experiments' have been plotted using an equivalent square base

defined by. D = JD'., Dw, where Dc is the width of the crib and Dw the meaeured

- 9 -



length of ,the, flam~ zone in the direotion of flame spread along the orib.
". ,j.. .' '" "" .. . ., ."

The results where the flame height 'was' not greater than three times the

larger of either Do or ~ have been excluded beoause they cannot be

regarded as approximately radially symmetrioal•
• : J ~-

These data are also in good agreement with those described above.

Cribs in an enclosure

The seoond set of experimeJiial reimlts refer to the heights of

visible flame observed outside a cubioal enolosure when varying amounts of
" , l

wood (Spruoe) were burning within it and one side of the crib was oomplete~

open (Plate 2). The mean rate of burning in the period when the burni.n8

was approJFima.tely oonstant and the oorresponding mean flame height, were

meas~,ed, the latter visually. The results are, plotted in Fig.3.. The

Reyn~ldS, n,umb~ 1,,% with f. equal to' 10-4- C.G.S. units varied from
. . ..

2300 to 54-00 for the data. recorded. It should be emphasized here that

these results do not apply to the case Tlhere there is a vertical 'wall'
.,'

above the opening though one would expeot such results to be oorrelated

by a relation ,of the same form.

Flames on strips of haneji!l/lj fabrio

The third set of results refer to the flames from various widths of

one type of ootton fabrio which was burni.n8 while hanging freely. Unlike

the previous experimental arrangements the rate of burning oould not be

varied independently of the linear soale of the fuel arrangement, i. e.

Q is a funotion of D, the width of fabrio, and for the smallest width

the flame was laminar. Despite the availability of only a few data in

this case the results are given and discussed for general interest. No

direot measurements were made of the loss in weight. Instead the

observed rate of spread of flame up the fabric, when this had reaohed a

oonstant value was measured and the flame' height obtained from oine

reoords. The results oould be plotted'in'terms of the rate of spread of

flame Vs and the width' D sinoe Vs is proportional to ~. However,
.:. ..... -:..

in order to plot the data in a way oomparable with the previous oases the

- 10 -
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value of the mass<of'fabric p'er unit area was used to convert the spread. veloc~ty

to a rate of wa~riht loss. This negleots the weignt of the char residue and may

overestimate'ihe value of :Q2InS by a factor of the order 4. The results are

given in Fig.4. '

The values of the Reynolds number)l~ varied from 400 to 1000 but only the

flames from the tTm smaller widths appeared wholly or partly laminar; for the

other widthS the'Reynolds 'number was over 800.

". ~

Cribs on sQuare"h6:t-1zontal base

DISCUSSION

Fig.2 shows that the results for flames from a square source can be

correlated by usiilg the terms in gt'oups suggested by equation (9). The relation

ship of ~ to Q2iD5 ' . i'5 a power' law but this is not of fundamental ~ignifioance

and can be used only over a limited, albeit a usefully Tlide range. The line

througn the results plotted in Fig.2 is given in C.G.S. units by

..... ~ (~7)

For a given burning rate per unit area 1. e. a given value of V this 'implies

that:

••••••••••'••••.• ·(18),

There are two reservat.ions to the use

(1) At large values of Q2/ D5,

of a power law:

LD should become constant. This constant

value is known for certain gases and depends markedly on the air. : '.

requirement per unit quantity of fuel. For carbon monoxide which has

a low air requirement the ratio is about 40 while for propane, which

has a high air requirement, it is nearly 300(6). On a log-log soaJ.e

these known values are not so JIIUch larger than the values found,in the

experiments for one to extrapolate upwards linearly over a large range.

Extrapolation from small to large scale will usually decrease the value

of Q2/ nS and thus be downward extrapolation.

(2) The second reservation is that, even if buoyancy were the predominant
'~" . . ' .

factor and 'Q onlj entered the correlation as .a measure of the quantity

-11-



of. fuel and hence air quantity, a power law implies that the

',',,' ··,flame.shape function which expresses the flame envelope surfaoe

area·is also a power of the ratio ~ (equations (15),and.(16».

A ljItraight line extrapolation in either direotion based on the above

arguments would tend to over-estimate flame length·.

Cribs in an enclosure

The results of the experiments on flames from cubes with one side open

also lie on a line of similar form to that for the open fires, (Fig.3) but

this correla:tion..is .. relativelY.:.lilss welLestablished,. in·. view. ofvthil f'ewer

data available. Since the height of the flame ~ be expected to be

independent. of the width of the. window it:.possible (though this is only .

true in so f'ar as ~ is. not large compared with unity) to extend this

correlation as a.·f'irs.t ·approximation to the form.

L R'2 r-"- (- )
D D3

where·I!,'. is the mass. rate of' burn:ing per unit width in a rectilinear

eIl?losure of' which the height is equal to the dimension perpendicular to

the opening.

For these results where the index... is approximately i, L is

only weakly dependent on D. In this connexion it is perhaps significant

that a line source of gas at constant temperature giving a straight-edged

plume of constant expansion might be expected to give a two-third power

law between height of f'l8me L and R' based on the same arguments that

led to a two-f'if'th power law f'or a point source. Thus a,Ve is

proportional to L tL which is proportional to R' and hence L 18

proportional to R,2/3. In an enclosure there is the added feature of'

entrainment in the horizontally moving stream under the 'roof', but

this might be expected to be small because of the relative difficulty of

exchanging cold gas Tlith lighter hot gas flowing over it.

·In theory inOreasiJis' L absolutely inCreases the characteristic velocity
Ji'L so that eventually. mixing could cease to be the controlling factor
and the kinetics would have to be considered.

-12-



Flames on strips of hangintt fabrio

The results for the burning fabrics are shown in Fig,4 but beoause pQ

varies with D,' they do not· in a:ny way prove that the form of the independent

variable is" Q2/n5 though, given this form from the experiments on',oribs in, the

open, the correlation is as shown in Fig.4. As has been stated above, the

smallest of these flames had a significant portion of laminar,flame. The fabrio

data lie on a continuation of the correlation curve for the open. wood oribs. "

(Fig.5), despite the difference in the fuel, the definition of D and the prese.nlle,

of a laminar region. 'This is no doubt largely fortuituous «,

Comparison with data on burni!l6 fuel tanks

Blinov and Khudiakov(13) have published data for f'~ heights from~.

fuel tanks but the number of these where the Reynolds number exoeeds 2000 and

which are accordingly stated to be fully turbulent(13)(14) is very' small (les.8,

"

than 5) and o~ three refer to one type of fuel. For the two largest fuel tanka,. ..~ -... ""

the ratios of '~. were the same (1.7) and the authors stated that these results,

were in the region where such a constancy was to be expected in the light of work

on turbulent fuel jets. This argument has been referred to in two reviews(l4,),(l!»); .

of the paper by Blinov' , and Khudiakov. While it is true that the constancy of

~ cannot be accounted for by the arguments of the present p~per, s,ince for a

given V, ~"iS proportional to D","0.3· (equation (18» it is to be noted that

the liquid burmng rate in these tests was of the order 5 _min giving a gaseous
. .., .~I·

velocity of the order 20 em/s. Since the two flame heights were of the order

350 and 4000 em respectively giving corresponding values of [;L of 600 and

2000 em/s and;' ~' was much smaller than the values typical of turbulent fu~, jets."

it seems incorrect to use an argument which depends for its validity on the

assumption that the velocity at the orifice determines the velocities and ~~

conditions at higher levels in the flame. It would seem desirable for furtb,er,

experiments to be carried out as the conclusion about the constancy of. ~ :l,n the.se

experiments depends onlj on the result of' one of two burning tests.,

CONCLUSION

An approxi.JDate dimensional analysili leads to a simple dimensional relati~hip

between flame height, burmng rate and orifioe size for buoyant diffUsion
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flames•. Data are presented which conform to this correlation over the

experimental range. . The .well known law. for turbulent fuel jets bas therefore

been .generaJ,ized to a.llow for. buoyancy effects and this enables a principle

of similarity to be defined for flames from fires of freely burning fuel.
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